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A new formula is given for the logarithmic part of the integral of a rational function, one that 
strongly improves previous algorithms and does not need any computation i an algebraic 
extension of the field of constants, nor any factorisation since only polynomial rithmetic and 
GCD computations are used. This formula was independently found a implemented in 
SCRATCHPAD by B. M. Trager. 
The Result 
Let P(x) and Q(x) be polynomials in x such that Q is square free and IPI < I[I (ll denotes 
the degree). In most cases P and Q are relatively prime, but we do not need this. 
The classical integration formula for P/Q is 
f P(x) Y (1) 
alQ(a) = 0 
This formula is not satisfactory under a computing point of view because it introduces 
more algebraic quantities than necessary. The number P(a)/Q'(a) is called the residue of the 
root a of Q. We introduce the notion of multiplicity of a residue b that is the number of 
roots a having b as a residue. 
Trager (1976) introduced a new formula involving less algebraic numbers: let S(y) be the 
resultant S(y) = Resx[P(x)-  yQ'(x ), Q(x)-l; we have 
f P(x) ox = hiS(b) ~= o b log (Rb(x)), (2) 
where Rb(x)= gcd[P(x)-bQ'(x), Q(x)], the gcd being computed in the extension of the 
field of the coefficients of P/Q by the algebraic b. 
The result is simpler than in formula (1); for example if P = Q' it gives the desired result: 
log[Q(x)]. But the computation of (2) needs several gcd calculations in algebraic 
extensions, whereas in fact Rb does not depend on the value of b but only on the minimal 
polynomial of b. 
We introduce now our formula. Let 
s(y) = c 1-I S,(y)', 
lel 
be the square free factorisation of S; here c is a constant (the content of S if P and Q have 
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integer coefficients), and the Si(y) are non-constant square free polynomials (they are 
primitive in the case of integer coefficients). Let R~(x, y) be the remainder of degree i in x 
appearing in the computation of S by the subresultant algorithm. Our formula is 
f P(x) dx = Z ~ b log (Rt(x, b)). (3) 
t~l blSl(b)=O 
In other words, the polynomials Rb of the formula (2) are polynomials in x and b that 
depend only on their degree in x and are obtained as a by-product of the resultant 
computation. 
After the submission of this paper, we found it was implemented in the SCRATCHPAD 
II Computer Algebra System. Trager has discovered it before us, but has only 
implemented it and not published. 
The Proof 
PROPOSITION 1. The multiplicity of b as a root of S(y) = Resx(P(x)-yQ'(x), Q(x)) is the same 
as its multiplicity as a residue. 
This follows immediately from the classical formula 
Res~(P(x)-yQ'(x), Q(x)) = ++_c I-I (P(a)-yQ'(a)), 
a[Q(a) = 0 
where c is a power of the leading coefficient of (2 (a constant relative to x and y). 
PROPOSITION 2. I f  b is a residue then 
gcd (P(x)- bQ'(x), Q(x)) = c FI (x -  a), 
where c is a constant and the product is taken over all the roots a of Q that have b as residue. 
Moreover, if the multiplicity of b is i then the above polynomial has degree i. 
The roots of the gcd are exactly the roots a of Q(x) such that Q'(a)b- P(a) = 0, i.e. b is the 
residue of a(Q'(a) ~ 0). The polynomial Q(x) being square free, the same is true for the gcd 
and the equality is proved. The fact that the degree is i is exactly the definition of the 
multiplicity of a residue. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  b is a residue of multiplicity i then 
Ri(x, b) = gcd(P(x)-bQ'(x), Q(x)), 
where Ri(x, y) is as in formula (3). 
It is a well-known property of the subresultant algorithm that a specialisation of the 
remainder of degree i is the remainder of degree i of the subresultant algorithm applied to 
the specialisation of the input polynomials. 
With these three propositions, formula (3) is deduced immediately from formula (1) by 
grouping terms with the same residue. 
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The Algorithm 
We give now the algorithm corresponding to formula (3) for the main case of integer 
coefficients. 
Input: P, Q polynomials in x such that P is square free and degree(P) <degree(Q). 
Output a primitive of P/Q. 
begin 
1. S: = resu l tant (P -y ,  diffiQ, x), Q, x) 
R(i): =remainder of degree i in this computation. 
2. sqfr(S) = c I - I~ s(i) ~, where S(i) are non-constant, primitive, square free, and pairwise 
relatively prime polynomials in y and c is an integer. 
3. for i in I do {optional} 
begin 
r(i): = coeff(R(i), x~); {polynomial in y} 
let d = A ,  r(i) + B 9 S(i) given by the extended gcd algorithm; {d is an integer} 
R(i): = remainder(A * R(i), S(i)); 
R(i): = primpart(R(i)); 
end; 
return{~, Lis,ibl = 0 b * log [subst(b, y, R(i))]} 
end. 
The effect of optional step 3 is to provide the following canonical form for the 
polynomials R~: the leading coefficient in x does not depend on y; the degree in y is less 
than the degree of S~; as a polynomial in x and y R t has integer coefficients and is primitive. 
This computation supposes that gcd(r~, St) is a constant. If it were not true for some b, the 
degree of R~(x, b) in x would be less than i; this would be a contradiction with propositions 
(2) and (3). 
REMARK 1. All computations are done without algebraic numbers, even if they appear in 
the result. This explains the title of this paper. 
REMARK 2. This formula was discovered uring the implementation by one of us of 
rational functions integration in system AMP. 
REMARK 3. In the result returned by this algorithm the summation over i is expanded, but 
the summations over b remain implicit. 
REMARK 4. Subsequent simplifications may be done, namely by computing the bs that are 
rational or Gaussian, and expressing (after a simple substitution) the corresponding terms 
as logarithms and arctangents of rational polynomials 
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